Samsung Managed Print Services
Program Overview
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The Samsung Managed Print Services (MPS) Program provides you with a complete suite of tools to
optimize and manage your customers’ printer, MFP and copier fleets, while lowering their operating costs
and providing you with opportunities for enhanced revenue and profits.
This comprehensive program will substantially increase productivity and lower your customers’ cost-per
copy (CPC), beginning with a detailed analysis of your customers’ print, scan, copy and fax systems and
requirements. You can then reconfigure their fleets and employ the leasing, monitoring, supplies fulfillment
and service programs from Samsung and our selected MPS partners.
And, of course, at the heart of the Samsung MPS program lie Samsung printers, copiers and MFPs, all
renowned for their performance and reliability. Business. Innovated.

Samsung Managed Print Services Program Overview

Samsung partners with specialists who are best-in-class in their fields, enabling you to offer your
customers the finest possible MPS program.
System Analysis
Samsung representatives will join with your sales team to visit your customers’ site(s), to offer a comprehensive
analysis. We’ll make sure the right machines are matched with the right requirements, and make sure each
workgroup understands which features would most benefit efficiency. Samsung printers and MFPs consistently
win awards for their performance and reliability, so those would be part of our recommendation, but if your client’s
current system employs another brand of printer, you can help them get the most out of those, too.

Print Management
500+

We employ a best-in-class software solution to provide a comprehensive analysis, as well as monitor your system
on an ongoing basis for peak efficiency.

Leasing Program
Your customers’ newly optimized MPS programs will be within budget, with the help of our strong finance partner.
There’s no need for a costly cash outlay, and as technology develops and newer, more innovative printers and
MFPs make their way to market, they can be replaced easily for continually optimized efficiency. Additionally, our
leasing partner offers attractive leasing programs for qualifying MPS accounts.

Sales Tools
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Sales tools can help improve workflow, reduce time spent doing paperwork, help the management team assess
what’s in the funnel and provide tools to help coach the sales team.

Supplies
For the Samsung machines that are part of your customer’s MPS solution, we offer genuine Samsung supplies.
For qualifying MPS accounts, we also offer discounted prices. For the non-Samsung machines that are part of
your MPS solution, Samsung has partnered with a high-quality source that can provide reliable, professionalquality toner cartridges for many different printers, MFPs, fax machines and copiers.

National Service and Support
Samsung is there whenever you need us. Our MPS program includes full technical support, as well as next
business day on-site service. The number one goal of our Samsung Managed Print Services program is to ensure
you’re always operating at peak efficiency.

For complete product information, visit samsung.com/printer or samsung.com/business or call 1-866-SAM4BIZ.
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